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Objective

To discuss advances and topics in economic

studies concerning the bioeconomy

With a focus on:

• Interesting future pathways for economic

research

• Role of agriculture
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Definition

• ‘Bioeconomy’ is an economy based on the sustainable exploitation of 
biological resources

• Different focus in different countries: biotech, biomass, sustainability 
(circular economy)…

• EU: “the production of renewable biological resources and their conversion 
into food, feed, bio-based products and bioenergy. It includes agriculture, 
forestry, fisheries, food and pulp and paper production, as well as parts of 
chemical, biotechnological and energy industries. Its sectors have a strong 
innovation potential due to their use of a wide range of sciences (life 
sciences, agronomy, ecology, food science and social sciences), enabling 
and industrial technologies (biotechnology, nanotechnology, information 
and communication technologies (ICT), and engineering), and local and 
tacit knowledge.”



The Bioeconomy

Source: Viaggi (2018), modified from Wesseler and Von Braun (2017), OECD (2009)



Technology

• Multiple technologies interaction (life scienses, ICT, …)

• Change input-yield relationship

• Breaking down & recomposition of biomass

• Flexibility

• Expansion of cultivations vs. harvesting

• Connection with ecosystem management and natural capital

• Uncertainty

Taylor et al. (2015)



Bio-based vs. Non-bio-based
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Driving forces

• Increased population

• Changes in 
consumption habits

• Climate change

• Limited non-
renewable resources

• Technology change
Popp et al., 2017



Consumers

• Private and public goods

• Goods as (ever expanding) bundles of attributes

• Behavioural economics:
– Different constructs: acceptance, attitudes, risk, trust…

– Loss aversion, weighting of probabilities, framing

• Heterogeneity among individual and groups

• Information & behavioural changes

• Mixing roles: consumer/citizen/communities



Supply

• Access to resources (land, water, bio-resources)

• Technology and crop options: quantity quality

• Synergies, trade-offs, coexistence

• Farmers

• Biomass processing

• Distribution and retailers

• Logistics

• Circularity and recycling



Circularity and Recycling

Viaggi, 2018 (modified from Vollaro et al., 2016)



Markets & organisation

• New products

– Acceptance etc….

– Segmentation

– Market building

• Drop-in products

– Sometimes not even noticed

– Labelling & explicit policy

– Relevance of costs

• Components in existing products

– Even less noticed

– But synergies/constency with the existing product

– Labelling & explicit policy

– Relevance of costs



Markets & organisation (cont.)

• Separation of processes and businesses

• Indirect demand

• Price transmission

• Transaction costs

• Geographical spread/concentration

• Public goods components (and private 

behaviour…)



Espinoza Perez et al., 2017

Markets & organisation (cont.)



Markets & organisation (cont.)

Budzianowski and Postawa (2016)



Markets & organisation (cont.)

Giurca and Späth (2017)



Strategies & policies

Key points Policy measures Canada EU France Germany UK Japan US

Basic research and applied research x x x x x

Pilot and demonstration plants x x x x

R&D x

Key enabling technologies x

Clusters x x

Public-private-partnerships x x

International collaborations x

bioeconomy research x

Cross-cutting technology res. x

interdisciplinari research x

Promoting innovative research x

Cross-cutting technology x

Centres of competence x

Research networks and training specialists x

Key enabling technologies infrastructure x

Rural development x x x

Education x x

Biomass supliers x

Vocational training and further education x

Cyberinfrastructure x

a) Promoting innovation

b) Infrastructure

Source: German Bioeconomy Council (2015a)



Strategies & policies (cont.)

Key points Policy measures Canada EU France Germany UK Japan US

Marketing x

Support for biomass producers x

Financing and venture capital x x

Private innovation capital x

Market development x x

Startup funding x

Feasibility studies x

Advice to business x

Innovation capital x x

Lab-to-market plans x

Market readiness and penetration x

Globalisation of businesses x

Public procurement x x x x x

Standards and labels x

Support for biomass producers x x

Support for biofule producers x

Tax relief and sustainable investments x

Labels x x x x

Information and social dialogue x

Support to producers x

Use of bioenergy x

Policy coherence x x

Plans for industrial renaissance x

Participation and political representation x

Green taxes x x x

Laws and regulation x

Access to renewable resources x

Recycling x

Legislation for and approval of new technologies x

c) Commercialisation

d) Demand-side instruments

e) Policy framework conditions



Looking at the broad picture

Socioecological systems+Biomass webs = Socio 

Ecological Technological Value Enhancing Webs

(SETVEWs)

Sustainability (SDGs)

Policy, Political economy, Politics

Transition perspecives and dynamics

Bio-value (and related concepts)



…And measurement issues

• Economic statistics on the bioeconomy….

• Modeling bioconomy systems…

• Measuring sustainability performance…

• …..



Discussion

• Agriculture at the core

• Economics at the core

• Need for a more systematic understanding of the 

bioeconomy as a whole…

• …and of the policy mix

• Need for practical evidence …

… combined with ambitous new views!
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